
WEEDELETE 
 RS

  Minimum
  working 
  width

      Maximum working width
      including 2 swing rotors of choice

  Minimum
  machine
  width

   Machine     
   weight

       20 cm        25 cm        30 cm

    RS 80-Z2        80 cm      120 cm      130 cm      140 cm        91 cm ± 305 Kg

    RS 100-Z2      104 cm      144 cm      154 cm      164 cm      114 cm ± 335 Kg

    RS 130-Z2      127 cm      167 cm      177 cm      187 cm      137 cm ± 370 Kg

    RS 150-Z2      150 cm      190 cm      200 cm      210 cm      160 cm ± 395 Kg

WEEDELETE  RS

Mechanical weed control.
The intra-row weeder hoes both
between and in the rows of the
trees. It also takes obstacles and
drip hoses into account.

®

Patent Pending

®



Version swing rotor with roller probe
(mechanical), trunk diameter ≥ 25 mm.
Version swing rotor with roller probe
(hydraulic).
The working speed of the WEEDELETE 
 RS depends on the planting distance in
the row. 
The maximum working speed is ± 5 km
per hour.

Required power: minimum 30 HP.
Minimum hydraulic output 25 liters.
Easily adjustable depth control.
Easily adjustable working width.
Easily adjustable ground pressure of the swing
rotor, dependent on soil type, sandy, peat and
clay soils.
Leveling effect of the soil.
Environmentally friendly.

* sizes and weights are approximate and subject to change
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®Important information of WEEDELETE  RS en ZRS:

®

WEEDELETE  ZRS
Mechanical weed control. This intra-row weeder is meant to hoe blackstrips in tree nurseries,
sparing the grass strips in the paths. The WEEDELETE  ZRS can be optionally coupled to the
front or the rear of the tractor. 

®

   WEEDELETE  ZRS
   Minimum
   working    
   width

   Maximum
   working 
   width

   Maximum
   machine   
   width

   Machine 
   weight

   Hydraulic width adjustment        160 cm       320 cm       125 cm     ± 350 Kg

   Manual width adjustment        160 cm       320 cm       125 cm     ± 340 Kg

   The swing rotors can be supplied with different sizes of rotor hoes, Ø 20 cm, Ø 25 cm en Ø 30 cm.

®
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